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GG FISH 
Statement by Member for Dawesville 

MR A.D. MARSHALL (Dawesville) [12.55 pm]:  As a grandfather, I am getting used to reading fairytales to 
my grandchildren.  This is the story about how the GG fish got its name.  Recently I travelled with eight 
Mandurah people on a seven-day fishing trip to the Monte Bello Islands.  We sailed on skipper Ron Kitchener’s 
25-metre sloop Jodie Anne 2, with a cook and deckhand aboard.  Our group had mixed professions, including 
building contractor, general store owner, farm consultant, insurance broker, civil engineer, shearing equipment 
distributor, bank manager and concrete manufacturer.  The weather was simply superb - not too hot, a light 
breeze and little tide. 

We fished in 80 metres of water and had great fun catching red emperor, Rankin cod, coral trout, cobia and 
spangled emperor for most of the trip, but at other times our average catch deteriorated as trevally, sharks and 
Charlie Courts were decked and thrown back into the ocean.  Another fish that slowed our average of prime fish 
was the catfish.  Its big head and big mouth soon had the Latin experts calling it grandis primus grandis hians, 
which was soon shortened to GG.  The fish has not only a big head and a big mouth, but also big eyes, and is 
thick skinned, takes the bait easily, and has little fight and a big sting.  The fish is useless and taxing and, after 
the fisherman has recovered his gear, is thrown back into the ocean.   

Well, members might have guessed it by now!  If a fish can be named after a Liberal Premier, as is the Charlie 
Court, then the lads believed that Labor should have such an honour too.  So the catfish, with its big head and big 
mouth, went from the GG fish to the Geoff Gallop fish.  That is how the Geoff Gallop fish got its name.  
 


